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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/15/2024

Description 2023 Keystone RV Hideout 29QBS, Keystone Hideout travel trailer 29QBS
highlights: Private Bunkhouse Wrap-Around Storage Jackknife Sofa Laundry
Chute Private Bedroom With this Hideout travel trailer, you will have tons of
exterior storage! There is a wrap-around storage around the back, and the front
has a pass-through storage compartment for even more gear. When you're inside,
you'll also notice that you have quite a lot of space to keep items in the
bunkhouse closet, kitchen pantry, 10-cubic foot refrigerator, and bedroom closets.
The large slide creates more living space, and the central vacuum helps you clean
up spills when they happen. This trailer has been prepped for a fireplace and a
TV, and you can choose the optional tri-fold sleeper sofa if you're needing
additional sleeping space. The Keystone Hideout travel trailer and destination
trailer will be just what the doctor ordered for a stress-free holiday at your favorite
campsite! There are a few exclusive features that you'll only find on a Keystone
product, like the color-coded unified wiring, the preparations for 4G LTE and Wi-Fi,
the Tuf-Lok thermoplastic duct joiners, the in-floor heating ducts, and the Tru-fit
slide construction. Each model has a power awning for some shade in the
afternoon, and the tinted safety glass windows will prevent the harmful UV rays
from getting inside. You'll also have blackout night shades that you can close
when you want privacy, and the SolarFlex 200 is a solar power system that will
refill your battery to operate onboard 12V systems with just one day of peak sun
exposure. 100AH DFE HEATED LITHIUM BATTERY; 15.0 BTU A/C; 2ND A/C
(REQUIRES 50 AMP SER.); 50 A;P SERVICE/WIRE AND BRACE FOR 2ND AC; COLD
MOUNTAIN PKG; DISCOUNT; ELECTRIC STABILIZER JACKS; EXTERIOR SHOWER;
POWER TONGUE JACK; PROMOTIONAL BATTERY DISCOUNT; RVIA SEAL; SOLAR
FLEX 200; SPAR TIRE KIT; STOCKING ALLOWANCE; TRI FOLD SLEEPER SOFA
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: KHT2314
VIN Number: 38299-KHT2314
Condition: New
Length: 33
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Willis, Texas, United States
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